The emergence of coherent Lagrangian swirls (CLSs) among submesoscale motions in the ocean is illustrated. This is done by applying recent nonlinear dynamics tools for Lagrangian coherence detection on a surface flow realization produced by a dataassimilative submesoscale-permitting ocean general circulation model simulation of the Gulf of Mexico. Both mesoscale and submesoscale CLSs are extracted. These extractions prove the relevance of coherent Lagrangian eddies detected in satellitealtimetry-based geostrophic flow data for the arguably more realistic ageostrophic multiscale flow.
A dvances in nonlinear dynamical systems theory over the past few years (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) have enabled the discovery of unexpectedly resilient mesoscale material eddies in ocean velocity fields derived from satellite-sensed sea-surface height (SSH) fields (6) . Ranging between 50 km and 250 km in diameter, these supercoherent Lagrangian eddies show no breakup or disintegration over a period of several months, in some cases up to 2 y (3, 7-10). Detected in a fashion fully independent from the observer, such Lagrangian eddies are bounded by uniformly stretching fluid (i.e., material) loops that stationarize the material-line-averaged tangential strain functional (3, 4) . As a result, these material boundaries or elliptic Lagrangian coherent structures (11) will nearly exactly reassume their initial arc length at the end of the coherence assessment interval. Coupled with area preservation in the incompressible case, the preservation of boundary length renders these special Lagrangian eddies coherent to a previously undocumented and unexpected degree.
The presence of one such supercoherent Lagrangian eddy in the Gulf of Mexico has recently been confirmed by independent measurements of satellite-derived chlorophyll and satellitetracked drifter paths (12) . On the other hand, while satellitebased measurements are widely used for monitoring mesoscale variability in the ocean (13) , they are incapable of resolving submesoscales, ranging from 100 m to a few tens of kilometers (14) . There is, therefore, reason to believe (15, 16 ) that unresolved submesoscale motions, if sufficiently energetic, will erode the boundaries of supercoherent Lagrangian eddies inferred from satellite data. For this reason, the ubiquitous presence of submesoscale turbulence in the ocean (17, 18) has casted some doubt on the practical relevance of supercoherent mesoscale eddies inferred from satellite altimetry.
The goal of this paper is to demonstrate that, even in the presence of active submesoscale motions, mesoscale swirling structures will exist, even though their boundaries will show increased filamentation relative to the supercoherent boundaries inferred from satellite altimetry. Such material interfaces will constrain mixing in the presence of multiscale ocean motions, ranging from largely geostrophic (balanced, equilibrated) mesoscale motions to likely ageostrophic (imbalanced, unequilibrated) submesoscale motions. We reveal these coherent material entities, referred to as coherent Lagrangian swirls (CLSs) in this paper, by applying two recently developed objective (observer-independent) techniques on a surface flow generated by a submesoscale-permitting ocean circulation model. The success of these two recent techniques in framing CLSs arises from their ability to consistently locate material boundaries with a nonzero but still limited degree of filamentation. We are unaware of other available techniques that have shown a similar ability across a range of different flow conditions (cf. ref. 19 , for a recent systematic comparison of available Lagrangian coherence detection methods).
The first technique detects coherence based on the Lagrangianaveraged vorticity deviation (LAVD) introduced by Haller et al. (20) . Based on vorticity, this method should appear most natural to physical oceanographers, identifying CLS boundaries as a maximal set of fluid elements completing the same total material rotation relative to the mean material rotation of the whole fluid mass. This relative rotation is measured by an observerindependent angle given precisely by the LAVD along the fluid particles, as has been obtained using a recent dynamical generalization of the classic polar decomposition (cf. ref. 21 ). An outermost closed LAVD level curve therefore serves as the material boundary of a CLS.
The second technique used here is the spectral clustering method, first introduced by Hadjighasem et al. (22) 
in the context

Significance
The detection of vortices in geophysical flows is important because of their role in global circulation and transport. The recent theory of elliptic Lagrangian coherent structures has shown that long-lived, coherent material eddies exhibiting no filamentation can be extracted from altimetry-derived surface velocities associated with slow, mesoscale motions in the ocean. Since similarly perfect eddies may not be expected to exist in the presence of faster, submesoscale motions, it has remained unclear whether persistent and materially coherent eddies can in fact be identified objectively even in highly resolved ocean data. Here we show that under a suitable extension of the notion of material coherence, coherent eddies at the mesoscale and submesoscale level can indeed be simultaneously detected from multiscale velocity data. of coherent Lagrangian vortex detection. Using graph-theoretical methods, this technique identifies CLSs as coherent fluid trajectory clusters within the total set of available fluid trajectories. A coherent cluster is defined as a material region in which particles, at all times, maintain short distances among themselves relative to their distances to particles outside the region.
The multiscale surface flow analyzed here is produced by a data-assimilative Navy Coastal Ocean Model (NCOM) of the Gulf of Mexico at 1-km horizontal resolution (23) . This flow has been shown to reproduce relative dispersion statistics (24) observed during the Grand Lagrangian Experiment (GLAD) in the northern Gulf of Mexico (25) , a period during which submesoscale motions were argued (26) to be active.
Results
We begin by discussing aspects of the instantaneous surface vorticity ω produced by the NCOM simulation of the Gulf of Mexico, described in Supporting Information, Section 2. Snapshots of the surface vorticity on May 29 and June 26, 2013, are shown in Fig. 1 , normalized by the mean Coriolis parameter f in the domain. Note the abundance of eddy-like features with diameters spanning the mesoscale range (50-250 km) and the upper limb of the submesoscale range (5-25 km); for reference, the mean internal Rossby radius of deformation is about 45 km in the Gulf of Mexico (27) . Also note the abundance of suprainertial (|ω|/f > 1) regions interspersed among subinertial (|ω|/f < 1) regions. This suggests that the surface circulation is a complex mixture of multiscale motions, ranging from predominantly slow (geostrophic) mesoscale motions, to faster (ageostrophic) marginally submesoscale motions.
Our main focus here is the mesoscale vorticity feature whose position on May 29, 2013 , is indicated by a rectangle in Fig.  1 , Top. As noted by Olascoaga et al. (12) , this is the Eulerian signature of a Loop Current ring that was independently observed via satellite altimetry by the Horizon Marine Inc.'s EddyWatch program (www.horizonmarine.com). This observation used Leben's methodology (28) to search for Eulerian footprints of rings in the SSH field. Olascoaga et al. (12) classified the observed ring as Lagrangian, uncovering a theoretical mesoscale-resolved material boundary that experienced zero net stretching for 200 d from the detection date on May 29, 2013. Olascoaga et al. (12) confirmed the Lagrangian coherence of the selected material ring from satellite-derived chlorophyll data, which revealed a clear chlorophyll-deficient patch well constrained by the coherent Lagrangian boundary of the ring. The absence of material filamentation in the theoretical Lagrangian eddy boundary was further supported by satellite-tracked drifters deployed near the ring (12) . These drifter tracks exhibited largely wiggle-free trajectories circling around the ring, remaining in close proximity to its altimetry-inferred coherent Lagrangian boundary.
Olascoaga et al. (12) further showed that geostrophic currents derived from the SSH field produced by the model (subsampled at mesoscale resolution) predict a mesoscale coherent Lagrangian ring similar to that detected from satellite altimetry, albeit with a shorter coherence timescale. Yet the full submesoscale surface velocity field produced no perfectly coherent Lagrangian ring, likely due to the enhanced submesoscale activity present in the simulation. Olascoaga et al. (12) nevertheless observed that the model's surface currents produced a wellorganized Lagrangian swirling structure, which we here seek to frame systematically as a mesoscale CLS.
For completeness, we also seek to reveal submesoscale CLSs. The search areas lie in the periphery of the above mesoscale vorticity feature and in the near-coastal region indicated by a rectangle in Fig. 1 , Bottom. While we do not have observational support to justify scrutinizing these regions, the vorticity field suggests active submesoscale motions there, thereby fitting our purposes well. A first aspect to note is the topology of the boundary of the mesoscale CLS, whose area slightly decreases as the coherence horizon T is increased from 30 d to 90 d. Unlike the boundaries of coherent Lagrangian eddies revealed from satellite altimetry, the boundary of the CLS revealed from the NCOM simulation is not convex, containing smaller-scale wiggles all along it. The convexity deficiency-the area difference between a closed curve and its convex hull, normalized by the area enclosed by the closed curve-is about 0.25 for all of the coherence horizons considered.
This convexity deficiency value is too high for the LAVD method to guarantee the type of strictly tangential filamentation observed in earlier studies for altimetry-resolved mesoscale Lagrangian eddies. Indeed, such limited filamentation is observed here only partially for the 30-d extracted boundary. However, the 0.25 convexity deficiency is still low enough to prevent global breakaway of filaments, even for the 60-d and 90-d extractions periods, as seen in Fig. 2 .
The lack of global breakaway of the mesoscale CLS boundaries in the three extractions is a manifestation of the distinguished property of their material elements: They all experience the same relative bulk rotation, which imparts on the boundaries a large degree of resistance to the stretching and folding induced by submesoscale motions. This is contrasted with the strong dispersion exhibited by tracers initially along the boundary of the domain of extraction (blue in Fig. 2 ). Even though this boundary is initially convex, the tracers it contains possess vastly different LAVD values. The corresponding vastly different total material rotation causes the materially advected image of this boundary to become fully incoherent.
Irrespective of the accuracy of this NCOM simulation relative to actual ocean currents in the same time interval, the above results show that mesoscale Lagrangian coherence continues to be present under the inclusion of active submesoscale motions.
We now further show that submesoscale CLSs coexist with their mesoscale counterparts in the same dataset. The results from 15- Fig. 3 , Left. Also shown are the same submesoscale features but slightly displaced (in blue) and the mesoscale CLS indicated (in yellow), for reference. Two snapshots of the evolution under advection of tracers within these regions are shown in Fig. 3 , Center and Right. The submesoscale CLS in the Caribbean Sea is indicated in yellow in Fig. 4 , Top. The region outside this feature within the domain of extraction is shown in blue. The advected images of tracers initially inside these regions are shown in Fig.  4 , Bottom. The boundaries of all extracted submesoscale CLSs have a small convexity deficiency (about 0.025). Consistent with this, the boundaries filament mostly tangentially under advection as all their elements solidly rotate in consonance. This is in stark contrast with the boundaries of the domains occupied by the slightly displaced CLSs in the Gulf of Mexico and of the domain of extraction of the CLS in the Caribbean Sea. All these domain boundaries experience vigorous stretching and folding under advection. That said, the strong Lagrangian coherence of the objectively detected submesoscale features might partially Spectral Clustering Analysis. We now present the results from the application of the spectral clustering method (outlined in Supporting Information, Section 1.3), which are found to be very similar to those produced by the LAVD method. As in the previous section, for mesoscale extractions, we focus our computational effort on the rectangular domain in the center of the Gulf of Mexico. For submesoscale extractions, we focus only on the nearcoastal domain in the Caribbean Sea.
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subsequent similarity matrix W . Additionally, we have outputted the trajectory data with 241 intermediate points and again sparsified those edges from the complete graph representing a distance greater than = 200 km.
Traditional Eulerian Analysis. A natural question is whether traditional Eulerian eddy detection tools applied to the present multiscale dataset would also uncover a coherent mesoscale CLS similar to that identified by the LAVD and spectral clustering methods. Indeed, the two most broadly used eddy detection tools considered below have been argued to be capable of locating such coherent features. Their prior applications, however, invariably focused on instantaneous identification and tracking of Eulerian features without an actual verification of sustained Lagrangian coherence of the identified fluid regions.
The first Eulerian method considered here seeks regions of the flow where rotation (vorticity) dominates over deformation (strain) instantaneously. Known as the Okubo-Weiss criterion (29, 30) , this method is intrinsically observer dependent and hence cannot detect material coherence in a self-consistent fashion (11) . Indeed, different observers will measure different vorticities in their frames and hence will obtain different eddy boundaries using this criterion. Traditionally used in turbulence studies to detect coherent vortices (31), the method was adopted by the physical oceanography community in eddy identification from satellite altimetry (32) (33) (34) . Following related work on turbulence (35) from Top Left), and 90 d (fourth from Top Left) past the coherence assessment date. Also note that the dispersion experienced by the yellow tracers is just as intense as that experienced by the blue tracers. Closely accompanied by the blue tracer, significant amounts of yellow tracer are spilled over the western side of the Gulf of Mexico and also over its northeastern side before exiting through the Straits of Florida. This reveals that the Okubo-Weiss criterion fails to identify the mesoscale coherent fluid region classified as CLS by the LAVD and spectral clustering methods. One would, however, not realize this shortcoming without materially advecting the Okubo-Weiss vortical regions, as has been done here.
The second Eulerian method we consider here seeks nonlinear mesoscale eddies as regions of closed SSH isolines. An eddy is considered nonlinear if it rotates faster than it translates; i.e., the ratio U /c of the maximal mean geostrophic speed U around an eddy-interior SSH contour to the eddy translation speed c is larger than one (36) . Traditionally used in oceanography to detect mesoscale eddies from satellite altimetry (37), SSH-based eddy detection has become the de facto standard for automated eddy detection and tracking (36, 38) . The observer dependence of this method, too, implies an inherent inability to capture material coherence consistently (11) . Nevertheless, nonlinear SSH eddies are broadly believed to carry coherent water masses (39) despite evidence to the contrary (2, 3) . Accompanying the blue tracer, a large amount of yellow tracer is seen to exit the Gulf of Mexico through the Straits of Florida after spreading over the northeastern side of the basin. We conclude that similarly to the Okubo-Weiss criterion, the nonlinear SSH identification method also fails to capture the existing mesoscale Lagrangian coherence in this multiscale dataset.
The performance of the various methods can also be quantitatively evaluated by measuring the dispersion experienced by the fluid regions classified as coherent under advection. This is done in Fig. 8, which shows, as a function of time starting from the coherence assessment on May 29, 2013, mean pairwise distance for tracer particles filling the mesoscale fluid region classified as coherent by the LAVD (red) and spectral clustering (green) methods based on 90-d integration and the Okubo-Weiss (blue) and SSH (black) methods. Clearly, the LAVD and spectral clustering methods outperform the Okubo-Weiss and SSH methods in framing the region occupied by the mesoscale CLS by maintaining, or even increasing (in the case of spectral clustering), the compactness of the fluid region under advection.
Conclusions
We have shown that coherent mesoscale Lagrangian eddies, detected earlier only in mesoscale-resolving ocean data, continue to persist under the addition of energetic submesoscale velocity features. Specifically, in a submesoscale-permitting simulation of the Gulf of Mexico, we used two recent nonlinear dynamics methods to uncover CLSs, which are multiscale generalizations of coherent Lagrangian vortices with nonfilamenting boundaries. We have also found CLSs to coexist with a highly coherent submesoscale eddy in the same region. For the same dataset, the two most frequently used Eulerian detection methods have failed to identify features that have remained coherent over the time period of our study.
All this adds further support to the relevance of altimetrybased, mesoscale eddy detection via observer-independent and mathematically justified methods. Indeed, our present study suggests that the removal of submesoscale velocity contributions simply acts as a spatial filter that eliminates smaller-scale variations in material eddy boundaries without impacting their existence. As a consequence, for mesoscale mass, salinity, and heat transport, ignoring submesoscale effects does not appear to affect the true transport numbers significantly, yet brings notable conceptual and numerical simplification and enables direct reliance on satellite observations. The CLSs we have identified are inhibitors to mixing across different scales in the ocean. Specifically, these inhibitors are minimally filamenting closed material lines that largely block the transport of ocean water attributes (such as temperature, salinity, and chlorophyll concentration) between their interiors and exteriors, providing a powerful and simplified template of key coherent structures in ocean mixing.
